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ABOUT RIC

Vision, Mission and Strategy
The Regent’s International College (RIC) aims at creating

exceptional value for every student and developing their
knowledge and skills in every aspect. Along with education
and knowledge we also provide students with the experience
required to deal with situations and circumstances in their
future career.
We wish to achieve this vision by:
- Providing our students world class qualifications which
gives them the opportunity to explore more about the
real world of work. These qualifications mainly include
the BTEC qualifications from Pearson Edexcel.
-The BTEC courses are high quality and delivers
qualifications which are aimed to be used in the business
world. Students taking up BTEC qualifications learn
by doing, and develop effective employability skills that
they can use throughout their progression into university.
The BTEC qualifications offered by RIC are Business
Management and Hospitality Management.

Our strategy includes developing a dynamic institution
model that is relevant to the needs and aspirations of
every contemporary student who comes to study with us.
The strategic plan of our institution communicates the
measures we need to take to position ourselves as an
outstanding institution, by:
- involving high quality research and research training
in the course which reflects the interests and needs of the
student which has a significant impact on the industry.
- providing world class qualifications, allowing students
to have a worldwide recognition with their degree.
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MESSAGE FROM
CHAIRMAN
Regent's International College was founded to enrich the
higher Education landscape of Thailand. While Thailand
over the years has developed a good International schools
system, it lacked premium international Higher Education.
To fill the gap Regents International College was formed
to bring in University of London programmes led by
London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE)
and UK’s largest professional qualifications BTEC’s.
For the Regents International Schools and Colleges
Group and me, it was like a Déjà vu, we had done the
same 24 years ago when we felt that the Kingdom needed
good International School. Over the years both Regents
International Schools Pattaya and Bangkok have been
producing finest graduates including many went directly to
Oxbridge and UOL System and now I am delighted to see
that RIC is on the same path.
I am very pleased with the overall academic development
and holistic learning that are taking place at RIC. I am
also happy with this year’s excellent learning results and
impressive audit reports from the external verifiers who
come from UK to assess our learning and quality standards.
RIC academics, staff members and all students have done a
wonderful job. Well done everyone and let us all keep this
good work elevating.
RIC aims to give students knowledge and skills to meet the
in-demand skills that will prepare them for the increasingly
challenging and competitive job market, whilst giving them
access to some of the world’s most comprehensive university

courses. We realise that there is an increasing demand here
in the region for internationally recognised qualifications.
The programmes offered at RIC in Thailand give learners
the opportunity to attain world class qualifications as
Thailand becomes the main hub of the ASEAN Economic
Community (AEC) and the main gate into China.

Dr. Virachai Techavijit

Chairman & Founder of Regent's Schools & College
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MESSAGE FROM
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Regents International College (RIC), since its inception
has been founded on the fundamentals of “Learning is for
Everyone” and “Imaginative and Speculative Learning”. We
firmly believe that learning is a lifelong phenomenon. RIC
is committed to deliver quality education on a communal
idea that an institution should provide the skills that one
will need to continue learning throughout life, and that the
approaches to learning are as important as the subject.
I feel elated while writing, that in a short period of time,
we have been able to produce graduates who are now
receiving applauds in their further education and at work
places. It is very heartening to share that we have seen
incredible advancement in student learning and their
overall development. We have several beautiful case studies
of students, who joined us with low English proficiencies
and average grades who were able to graduate with Merits
or Distinctions, after studying with us for just 2-3 years.
These students are achieving similar grades in their further
higher education in prestigious UK universities.
I am very proud of our proficient academic team and
the well-formed symbiotic relationship of our academics
and student body. Excellent academic results of 2017-18
are a testimony of the same. Our University of London
programme students and BTEC students have achieved
outstanding results in examinations and assignments
respectively. One of our student scored an outstanding
97% in the 1st year of mathematics examination in the
University of London BSc degree programme led by
London School of Economics. Concurrently this year
more BTEC students have graduated with Merits and
Distinctions compared to the yesteryears, including one
student getting straight distinctions in all 16 subjects.
I would like to put forward my congratulations to the
entire production team of this maiden edition of the RIC
year book. The students and staff members involved in
the production have worked very hard for it. Well done
everyone for the wonderful work.

Nitin Dutta
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MESSAGE FROM ACADEMIC DIRECTOR
To the students of Regent’s International College:

This yearbook is something that is very special. It is a
reminder of friends made, challenges overcome, and a
shared experience of facing difficult challenges. I would
like to begin by thanking all of the staff members and
students who have taken time out of their very busy end
of year schedules and commitments to contribute to this.
In the four years since I became Academic Director, the
college has undergone many changes in culture and has
seen a sharp rise in academic standards. To the students
graduating this year, I commend you on your positive
response to change and I take pride in the knowledge
that you truly are the foundation upon which Regent’s
International College will be built going forward. You
now face the exciting opportunity to take forward all
that you have learnt to face your next challenges, whether
that be finalising your degree in the UK or entering into
professional practice or any other step you may choose to
take.
To our progressing students, it is your turn to build upon
the foundation laid by graduates past. Your performance
with us thus far demonstrates your understanding that
the cornerstones of that foundation are charity, patience,
integrity, and diligence. The charity to help others in
need; the patience to carry on in the face of difficulties;
the integrity to meet those challenges honestly; and the
diligence to work towards meeting your potential. As a
student body, I am confident that you all have the potential
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to live up to the benchmark set by those who came before
you.
It is our job as educators to constantly challenge you to
question, examine, and critique situations. Hopefully, this
will continue both in your studies and as an important part
of your everyday lives. Respect the opinions of others, but
do not be afraid to question. Even people you respect can
be wrong. Make up your own minds based on objective
facts and interpret them in your best understanding
of what is right. In today’s evolving global society, it is

incumbent upon you to be the wind of change. As Lord
Byron famously wrote, “Those who will not reason, are
bigots, those who cannot, are fools, and those who dare not
are slaves.” Reason is the power we bequeath to you. Use
it often.

Warren Stanworth
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MESSAGE FROM
HEAD OF FACULTY
As another year draws to a close, we have been ‘weighed,
measured and found excellent’ in our academic standards.
Firstly, thank you to all of the tutors and supporting staff
who have made this possible. Your hard work and dedication is inspiring.
To the students, you have laughed, cried, been frustrated,
focused and look at what you have achieved.
I have to say how very proud I am of all of you. Some of you
will be wishing you had tried harder; you know who you
are. Some of you will know you have done your very best;
you know who you are. Some of you will be excited about
what comes next and embrace it; some of you are doubtful.
I have added this diagram for the more visual of us which
shows what it takes to achieve the success we are celebrating throughout this year book. So, to all of you who know,
success comes at a cost. The good news is though is also
comes with benefits.
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I have seen immaturity become maturity. Descriptive writing become critical thinking. I have watched relationships blossom through support and kindness, which will
no doubt last a long time. Doubt has become certainty and
confidence has risen above the adversity.
I am grateful daily to be in such a privileged position to be
so close to all the changes, please know that this is not the
end it is the beginning of an exciting and rewarding journey. Hard work pays off. You are the pebbles in the pond
make sure you create some big waves.
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CAMPUS LIFE
Here at Regent’s International College, campus life is
fun, interactive, and full of discussion and debate. The
classroom is lively, except maybe on Monday mornings
for some. There is a strong international feel with
students from Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Russia, UK, the
Netherlands, Nepal, India, China and yes, other countries.
Students keep up to date with local and national news
reading the daily business papers and magazines available.
In addition to the sports activities, students will spend their
time working in study groups on assignments, listening to
music, and eating … oh and more eating.
The locality is vibrant with access to real Thai and multicultural cuisine, which we love to do at lunch times and
breaks.
The campus has many facilities for students to do sport
or relax. Some students prefer chess, which has been very
popular this year. We do go away for weekends when we
can, and experience a social environment.
The student voice is important in our campus life where
students speak up and are involved in many of the decisions.
We have class representatives, a student committee. Our
Student President is nominated by the students, for the
students.
There is an open door policy where students can speak to
lecturers easily if they need help or have other issues, which
may need support. Progression is also supported with
guidance given in making future plans, UCAS applications
or other international progression; all supported by trips
to education fairs, and other similar events.
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GUEST SPEAKER

Daniel Jongejan
SEA Project Development Manager

Daniel is the SEA Manager Project Development for PUR
Projet. He holds a Bachelor's degree in Management and
Economics and a Master's in Development Studies with a
specialisation in Natural Resource Management. Prior to
his engagement with PUR Project.
Daniel worked with smallholder coffee farmers in Colombia
and supported them to oppose large-scale mining projects
through organising events.
PUR Project is an international social enterprise leader in
developing and operating Insetting projects. Insetting is
a vision that allows companies to balance internally their
sustainability stakes in their own supply chain. This creates
multiple positive benefits for the company, but also people
and planet.
During his visit at RIC, Daniel shared PUR's latest projects
and how they work with farmers around the world. It was
interesting to hear about market research practices to plan
their campaigns.

Daniel Jongejan
SEA Manager
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GUEST SPEAKER
Later he moved to Tesco in a similar capacity, but working

through the organization to become Trading Director of
Tesco UK.

Howard then was asked to come to Thailand with three
other Tesco UK executives to start up the cooperation with
Lotus in 1996.

His role, after the initial plan was set, was to set up the
supply chains and buying functions.

He left Tesco in 2011 to start his own retail consultancy
business, Retail Asia.

He has travelled extensively in this role advising retailers
how to set up operations.

Howard Bryant
Trading Director of Tesco UK

Howard originally worked for Proctor and Gamble in
consumer marketing.

GUEST SPEAKER
Paul initially worked for the UK fire brigade, working up to
station chief, then on fire safety advisory.

In 2011, he moved to Abu Dhabi to work on petrochemical
HSE, particularly disaster and crisis management.

In 2014 he set up his own company DMT Asia and was

contracted to PTT and Bangkok Airways to carry out
disaster management training and audits.

He is now providing on line training and disaster
management systems to airlines and airports.

Paul George Barker

line training and disaster management
systems
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Phurachet Viprakasit (Poom)
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Sachu Rajan Eapen (Sachu)

Tanjira Thiamchivasin (Mild)

Watcharapon Lertkriangkraiying (Koe)

Sarah Hussein Makttoof Al-Asadi (Sarah)

Victoria Allison Cakebread (Vickie)

Acharaporn Chaipakdee (Nung Ning)
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STAFF TESTIMONIALS
'It’s been a long year filled with many assignments, tasks and hopefully valuable
moments that will stay with you wherever life takes you next. This academic year
we have organised multiple projects and activities that you may not always loved or

enjoyed, yet everything was created aiming at giving you the opportunity to learn
concepts and theories and apply them into different scenarios. Whether you are

continuing with RIC or moving on, I hope you will put into practice what good you
have learnt this year to give a positive and responsible contribution to
this world.'

Corrado D’Urso
Lecturer

It is such a pleasure to congratulate you on you graduation. I know this has
meant years of study and hard work on your part, and it is an achievement you

can well be proud of. Some of you have come alone to study, some of you have

suffered difficulties in languages, and some of you have struggled to understand
class contents. You have fought against these difficulties in study and life
and achieved so much upon your graduation. You have not only

developed your learning skills but gained friendship here. Wish
you all a bright future and a happy life!

Heather Wu
Lecturer
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STAFF TESTIMONIALS

Congratulations for your achievement ,we are so proud of you and wish you all

the best, success and happiness for your future and enjoy every moment of your
life.

Sombat Makhon
Faculty Member

Work relentlessly. A day will come when you look at an assignment and casually
think about how you will achieve the merits and distinctions without the challenge
ever entering into your mind. Nothing in my experience of education, up to and

including earning post-graduate qualifications, will ever be as rewarding as the
moment when I realised that achieving what had once seemed impossible
had not just become routine - it was mundane. It happened for me.
It will happen for you, so long as you are willing to work hard
enough to realise your potential.

Faculty Member
2018
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

Throughout the years, I can positively say I have developed
into better person that I am with the support of the faculty
staff who has taken the interest of the student’s wellbeing.
They have made the activities and lectures as fun and
educational by using examples of real life business
situations. This has brought together many friends that I
have established a very strong relationship that could last
for a lifetime.

Victoria Cakebread (Vickie)

(BTEC level - 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

Two years may sound quite long for a student. When I
started doing HND here, I was thinking that it will be a
while before it ends. How wrong I was. In a blink of an
eye, I am graduating and need to prepare for my next
chapter in life. A word of advice for fellow students, do not
procrastinate and start preparing now. 2-3 years may sound
long but in reality, it can be very very short.

Phurachet Viprakasit
( BTEC Level 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

First of all, I really enjoy to study in business. My intentions
were to learning English I aimed to complete my BTEC
level 3 in Business, this was a little difficult at the start.
However once I had received support a learning from
lecturers, I found that this was easier than what I expected.
Until my HND, I have worked very hard to accomplish my
goal. I would recommend that you study English foundation
before move on level 3. I would like to thank you to my
teachers, without them I would not be going to the UK to
study and achieve my dream.

Watcharapon Lertkriangkraiying (Koe)
( BTEC Level 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS
Power Corrupts and Absolute Power Corrupts, Absolutely.
And for me knowledge is my power. In this regard, Regents
International College has corrupted me absolutely with the
power of knowledge. While two years seems along time
to learn this, I can tell you that rational choices without
emotions are just as baseless as emotional choices that
are made without a rational mind. This is one of the most
valuable gifts that I will carry on with me for the rest of
time. And yes, how can I forget, Ms. Alison has ensured that
I learn the art of reflection which is basically the ability to
look back and introspect without bias on my actions. After
all, every decision you make comes at a cost.

Sachu Rajan Eapen (Sachu)
BTEC Level 5
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

At Regents college is one of my happiness place that I
ever be in. I have meeting a lot of different people from
different side of the world. They are the funniest, happiest,
beautiful and sweetest person in the world. I have gain a
lot of love from them all. I feel very happy to be with them
all. Eventually, we have made it through together with all
the tears, storm and smile. In the end we will collect all the
memories and experience within our heart forever.

Acharaporn Chaipakdee (Nungning)
(BTEC level - 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS
All journeys has its own ending, no matter how it ends, the
experience is always memorable and beautiful. This one
is no different, there were ups and downs, happiness and
sadness. This journey could not be this wonderful without
supportive family, motivating teachers, and fabulous friends.
Even though, the class was not large but it filled with
warmth and love. There were many moments that we have
had together in this college and it was such a great time. I
couldn’t be more happy to meet such a great friends. Even
though, it comes to the end but the memories will last
forever.

Tanjira Thiamchivasin (Mild)
(BTEC level - 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

You might think that you have given up, and there’s no way
out. What if you just had to find some purpose? I always
have in mind that studying is boring but actually it became
one of my purpose that I’m still here, be open to things you
think you don’t like.
Sarah Hussein Mokttoof Al-Asadi (Sarah)
(BTEC level - 5)
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STUDENT TESTIMONIALS
I am a mature student and to come back to study was difficult. I didn’t do very well at
school but I came to RIC because after studying in an international school I wanted
to do an international degree. RIC was offering the BTEC programme which is a
route to a Bachelor’s degree from the UK. First year was difficult for me managing
work and study but the lecturers at the college supported me with my studies and
eventually I was successful in doing my assignments.
The best thing I like about this programme is that, there are no exams, only
assignments and the knowledge I gained from these assignments
helped me to apply it in the real world. I was able to relate the
theory I learnt in college to my own business.

Mature Student

What I like most about this college are the teachers. They are helpful and
have supported me through my BTEC level 3 and my HND. I sometimes
find studying difficult but the teachers find alternative assessments that
match my learning styles and needs.
What I like about these programmes are that there are no exams and they
have changed my perspective on business alot.
My work experience was a good experience. It was interesting
to see how, what I’m studying looks like in the real world.

Student
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STUDENTS QUOTES
"Work hard in silence, let
your success be your noise
-(Frank Ocean)
- Sea, BTEC Level 3

Patricia, HND Level 4

"Dream BIG. Never let
anyone tell you you can't
achieve your dreams."
- Ana

The biggest lie I tell myself
is "I don't need to write that
down, I'll remember it".
-Poom

"The beautiful thing about
learning is that no one can
take it away from you."
-Nung Ning

Yearbook 2018 - 2019

-Somarati

" This is life, stop complaining. Start working hard
now. Trust me, It's good day
tomorrow."

" Life is only now. "
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"In response to those who
say to
stop dreaming and face
reality, I say keep dreaming

- Suman, BTEC Level 3

"It always seem impossible
until it's done."
-Nelson Mandela
-Jenifer

"I'm convinced that about
half of what separates the
successful entrepreneurs from
the non successful ones is
pure perseverance."
-Steve Jobs
- Oak

"Mistakes are all part of the
journey, I promise the outcome will be amazing"
-Sasha

STUDENTS QUOTES
"Good time & crazy friends
make the best memories!"

"The more effort you give,
the more success you gain"

- Mild

- Koe

"You can never be successful
if you work hard for the
wrong thing. I've realize this
when it's almost too late.
Now you have time and
- Sarah
don't waste it."

"Take this opportunity to
follow your dreams even
through hardship because it's
all worth it in the end"
- Vicky

"There is never a right time to start something, you just start when you feel you can
fininsh. Second chances are like true friends, if you appreciate it you will never be
left behind, but if you take it for granted you will be behind all alone"
- Amira, BTEC HND Level 4

- Amira, HND Level 4

"It was a short period of time having memories at RIC. It was difficult and I felt a
lot of pressure, but with time going by I started to feel comfortable and I got used
to it. Even though it was a short time, I want to thank all of you who teached me
and helped me when I struggled. I would have liked to spend more time at the
RIC campus to stay in touch joining activities and attending guest lectures. I really
got new experiencies from this and I felt very happy with it even if it was hard.
You guys helped me so much and this is going to be one of my good memories!
- Grace, BTEC Level 3
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STUDENTS OF THE YEAR 2018

Outstanding Award for
Academic Achievement

Outstanding Student
Award for Endeavour

Ms. Shireen Sharma

Mr. Piwapon Pipatveerawat
(Jern)

Outstanding Award for
Progress

Chairman's Overall Outstanding
Student Award

Mr. Su Zhihao (Howard)

Mr. Polawit Pisutignol
(Sunny)
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Glimspe of graduation 2018
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STUDENTS AWARDS
Outstanding Award for Academic Achievement
Sachu Rajan Eapen (Sachu)

This student nominated for academic achievement has
completed their qualification in record time and with very high

standards. They arrived midway through the first year of the
qualification and worked throughout the summer to catch up
for the next year. They are very well prepared for the next stage
of their studies and we are sure will do well in this too.

I have to say that it has been a steep ride, learning new skills like

referencing and reflection. I know you thoroughly enjoy these
now and will make the best use of these skills to ensure the best
practices in your own businesses.

So, I am sure there are no guesses who the faculty have
nominated. Sachu we wish you every success in the future and I

would just like to add that this was written in the given amount
of words with 10% tolerance of course.

Outstanding Student Award for Endeavour
Acharaporn Chaipakdee (Nungning)

This student quietly without fuss works their very hardest
to achieve some great results despite how they feel. They
are dedicated to the point where they have worked on
assignments even whilst they are in hospital.
The strength of character, persistence and determination
has shown through as they have not at any point allowed
their circumstances to impact the standard of work
produced.
This student has the biggest smile even when things are at
their toughest, with such a positive outlook we know they
will go far in their studies and career.
We celebrate all students at all levels of work however we
want to give a special well done for the achievement in their
studies and their positive impact within the student body.
Nungning as a faculty we say well done and are pleased to
nominate you for this award. We wish you every success in
your future.
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Outstanding Student Award for Progress
Tanjira Thiamchivasin (Mild)

After coming to the college from other education systems
this student has, through their commitment, dedication
and hard work, blossomed into a confident, critical thinker
who will challenge ideas and models of business from a
real-life perspective. Their work is of a high standard and
is looking forward to further developing this in the UK
for their top-up year.
This student brings with them the ability to create a
supportive environment and one of their quotes about
their motivation for coming to college is to make and see
their new friends. They are the glue of the group, bringing
support and kindness. The progress for this student is not
only academic, which is to be celebrated but also their
personal and professional development. I know for the
future that this student will put into practice all that they
have learnt and will see the fruits of their hard work.
We as a faculty are proud to nominate Mild for this
award we believe her progress academically, personal
and professionally needs celebrating. We wish you every
success in the future.

The Chairman’s Overall Outstanding Student Award
Watcharapon Lertkriangkraiying (Koe)

This student has been with us for some time, they have
had a rollercoaster ride through the levels for many
reasons. The language difficulties, the motivation, the
watching others succeed before them all of which could
and has made others quit, not this student.
After saying, all of this student has developed into an
integral part of the college. They are a role model to those
who are just starting out. They bring with them a good
sense of humour, a humbleness and honesty which are
great qualities.
This student has achieved the greatest growth, although
they have given the tutors sleepless nights, headaches,
worry; although, eventually the joy of watching their hard
work pay off. Their perseverance and commitment is a
lesson to all of us. This student has achieved the grades
and is now looking forward to going to the UK for their
Top-up year.
We are proud as a faculty to nominate this award to Koe
and we wish him all the very best in his future. Go and
make us proud.
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